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" How does the life season I'm in help shape the world I'm seeking to serve? 

Kingdom of God ( God's favourite verse)  wholenessand make it all clear and clarity and understandingand making it new and truth and so we can see the Bible and message and gospel 
Matthew 13: 24 parable of " wheat and weed " 
Matthew 13 : 47 parable of " fishing net" 
Good fish and yucky fish and seperation from the style and if the kingdom will stay and continue but if not it will be destroy 

In Life we have a good and bad fish - God have thewheat and weed - understanding and working in 
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4 Keys of Kingdom ( if based on the culture and mix up with the bad and good ) but to encourage and empower the Kingdom and truthand know the flourish and seek it out 

4 Different type of season 

Staying Awake( Ephisans 4:12) wake up from the darkness and be alert of God bringing to the Kingdom of God through thec concept 
**1st season : REST / Vocation Break and beloning and peace and content and stay alert **and try to rest in peace and seek the truth and itwas on Jesus's heart Jesus - will give while you will busy and study ( season of rest ) start and heal from God and speak in promise different perspective and learning how to handle the busyness of life when resting 
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Sarah Deutcsher - Elective May 14 2016.txte.g. Friday evening while raining - God's perfect peace and quiet time season of God and calm ( calling of God's love ) hope and vision can be settle - waiting and praying for the progress God was taking it back and trying to settle for what we want to settle and seek no time can be taken if busy or social time only God's presence and lifestyle 
"wheat" ... stop and give rest  = hard time and treasure and learning progress and process 
know JESUS love you ultimiately and everything about HIM .. by REST .... 
Season of Rest - withdrawal and thinking differentperspective and working God's business ( Counter-culture context ) feeling alone and lonely different - church life and " God call us to be still ...... "  ( need to be what the world see) Psalms 23 " I am the shephard .... still green pasture ...." first prority and seek of God byrestoration of healing the brokeness and settle from the busyness of life
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Sarah Deutcsher - Elective May 14 2016.txtExodus 20 : freedom of lifestyle in living 1/ trust God alone 2/ no idol of other God3/ 4 - longest statmenet - " Sabbath" the commandmentof God by resting ... 
Quote Picture from Phone about Abraham Heschel 
- essence of good life - 
- true rest most important key element "
How do we know if that is a season ?
withdrawl and need to stop the thinking , stop thebusyness, 
rest is counter-cultural and kingdom of God 

** 2nd Season - " Waiting " .. not meant to rest but deciding the right moment vision and goal can't seek the right timing and judgement 
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restless and still passive - active ( Greek word )
always active ....orientation can be waiting 

Part 2 of Waiting the term mean "bind together into like a rope"
When waiting : prepration (feeling the strength ofpower,encouragement, influence)active not passive adding more strength 
God keep providing and giving us the Kingdom of God 
message of waiting --> journal thoughts ( communciation) need to be shared and minister to God
Do more study while waiting or seeking for jobs/work ( story can be different in ministry or world sector)
we know God is promoted and God's testing on you
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Sarah Deutcsher - Elective May 14 2016.txt**3rd Season - "Walking" ..  everything just happen everything smooth while you have parternship with God training from Jesus - seek God in prepration and 
waiting for the time moment and truth ---> 14 years of church - Paul
look into the world perspective and view - not just counter-culutre and dismiall and experience moment

Bobby Clinton - historical context ( Kingdom - biblical context ) God's economy is "wheat" ... invitation and to be alert and understanding 

influence and passion and empower and strive whileresting the fruit of God and flowing / awake and alert andtruth 
leading the charge of God's truth 
addictive in resting while meant to be running ...
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speak and change people life and perspective in God's timing and early 
regreting chances an faithfuliness - obedience andtrust and loyality and love to God in times 
Embracing the Kingdom of God 

**4th Season - " Standing" ... Holy Spirit - tasteand flavour perspective of God's spirtual warefare**
Stepping up the fear and judgement and making NEW theory, laws, 
more facts than fiction ... tough and challenging season 
intidimitating and fighting the tough time  ( Ephesians 6 ) Body of Armour of JC 
Faith ( by standing ) all we can do is "stand" ...fighting for something 
Singluar perspective, nothing seems to work, 
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not to be footnooted and seeking God's lifestyle -it will be tough time and worry and moments of
anxiety and feeling alone and problem can be address - 

Conclusion 
encourage and not compare to others about the view
fight the freedom of Kingdom of God and trusting him wholeheartedelynothing counts - only Kingdom of God Prayer -give freedom and anticpation and understanding the 
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